Diffusion dynamics and first passage time in a two-coupled pendulum system.
We present the numerical investigation of diffusion process and features of first passage time (FPT) and mean FPT (MFPT) in a two-coupled damped and periodically driven pendulum system. The effect of amplitude of the external periodic force and phase of the force on diffusion constant, distribution of FPT, P(tFPT), and MFPT is analyzed. Normal diffusion is found. Diffusion constant is found to show power-law variation near intermittency and sudden widening crises while linear variation is observed in the quasiperiodic region. In the intermittency crisis the divergence of diffusion constant is similar to the divergence of mean bursting length. P(tFPT) of critical distances of state variable exhibit periodic multiple peaks with decaying amplitude. MFPT of critical distances also follows power-law variation. Diffusion constant and MFPT are sensitive to the phase factor of the periodic force.